Abstract. The multiple-classifiers approach is utilized to fully take into account the complementary and supplementary information from different data sources for terrain cover classification. To combine the outputs of classifiers that may be conditionally dependent, a variance reduction technique was adopted for optimal voting and thus best information extraction. The effectiveness and efficiency of utilizing the variancereduction technique was demonstrated using SAR and optical images. Results show that the classification accuracy is dramatically improved by the proposed method.
Introduction
For remote sensing image classification, there exist methods of data fusion [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] to approach the various problems; each of them bears both some advantages and disadvantages. By means of fusion, various sources of information may be combined to improve the performance of a classification system. It aims at obtaining information of greater quality, the exact definition of "greater quality" depending on the application.
The fusion procedures are categorized 1 by their input/ output characteristics in five categories: data-in data-out, data-in feature-out, feature-in feature-out, feature-in decision-out, and decision-in decision-out. Data fusion may also occur on three levels: the raw-data level, the feature level, and the decision level.
One example of applications of data fusion is the use of remote sensing images from various sensors to improve land cover classification accuracy. Remote sensing images may be acquired from single or multiple sensors in different spectral channels, at different spatial resolutions, or in different time intervals, which correspond to spectral, spatial, or temporal fusion, respectively. It is well known that in some sense proper merging of high-spatial-resolution data from a panchromatic band and high-spectral-resolution data from a multispectral band allows us to preserve high spatial and spectral information simultaneously. The synergetic use of different sensors further enables us to get valuable information from the abundances of the extended spectral channels and the higher quality of improved spatial resolution as well.
Different sensor technologies have different-possibly complementary and supplementary-features. Different targets ͑both in their geometrical and in their physical properties͒ may response differently to specific spectral frequencies within a bandwidth. For example, optical imagery and SAR data show different advantages when used for land cover classification and for object detection in earth remote sensing. One distinctive feature of such techniques is their penetration depth through various media, such as vegetation canopy or subsurface soils. Proper data fusion can take advantage of the use of complementary information to obtain better overall accuracy than using single data source only. On the other hand, improper data fusion only makes things worse.
Conventional parametric statistical classification methods are not appropriate in classification of multisource data, since in most cases they cannot be modeled by a convenient multivariate statistical model. 11, 12 One possible solution is to adopt a nonparametric approach, which does not rely on a specific distributional assumption and allows some kinds of distribution to be derived entirely from data. Benediktsson and Swain 13 utilized a consensus theory to combine single probability distributions to summarize estimates from multiple experts ͑data sources͒ with the assumption that experts make decisions based on Bayesian decision theory. They used a method of statistical multisource analysis to weight the influence of the data sources in the classification. Datcu et al. 7 adopted the concept of dependence trees for the integration of multisource information through estimation of probability distributions to apply a statistical approach to the classification of multisource remote sensing data. An Nth-order binary distribution was approximated by a product of N − 1 second-order class conditional distributions. Then, a nonparametric method based on Gaussian kernels was used to estimate the second-order class conditional distributions.
Another attractive nonparametric approach is that of neural networks. It has shown promise in fusion of multisource data and powerful capability to model class posterior probabilities, making it an interesting solution to the classification problem. The other advantage of neural network methods is that no prior statistical information is needed about the input data.
Still another interesting nonparametric approach is multiple classifiers. Its aim is to determine an effective combination method that makes use of the benefits of each classifier but avoids the weaknesses. The final decision ͑classification͒ is based on majority vote of all the classifiers. Tumer and Ghosh 14 have shown that substantial improvements on classification performance can be achieved by combining the outputs of multiple classifiers. Wolpert 15 introduced the stacked generalization scheme for minimizing the classification error rate for one or more classifiers. The outputs from classifiers are combined in a weighted sum with weights that are based on the individual performance of the classifiers. Benediktsson et al. 12 applied a parallel consensual neural network in classification and data fusion of multisource remote sensing and geographic data. The input data were transformed several times, and the different transformed data were used as if they were independent inputs. Then, those inputs were classified, weighted, and combined to make a consensual decision. Extended references on multiple classifier system may be found in Ref. 16 .
In this paper, we concentrate on image fusion by means of multiple classifiers. By this means, in general, different classification approaches may be devised that take the greatest advantage of distinct image properties. For optical and SAR images as treated in this paper, we used the same kind of classifier for simplification without degrading quality. In particular, a dynamic learning neural network ͑DLNN͒ 17,18 is adopted as the classifier. It has been shown that the DLNN is an effective and efficient tool for both multispectral and SAR image classification. The final decision is made by fusing information from individual data sources after each of them goes through a preliminary classification. At this point, the outputs of the classifiers may be highly correlated with each other. To reduce possible redundancy, a variance reduction technique is then adopted for combining preclassification results by DLNN; it is applied in the intermediate ͑unencoded͒ output stage of each classifier rather than the final encoded output. A winner-takesall algorithm is finally used to encode the variance-reduced output. In the Sec. 3, a variance reduction technique is introduced.
In Sec. 2, some basics of DL neural networks are briefly introduced for completeness. In Sec. 3, the effectiveness of utilizing the variance reduction technique to the application of multisource classification is explored. The experimental data used were acquired during the NASA/JPL Pacrim II campaign over western Taiwan. Images were collected by both the AIRSAR and MASTER instruments simultaneously. Results are discussed and classification performance is compared. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Sec. 4.
Supervised Classification by a Neural Network
In image classification, the position vector of a class or cluster center c is assumed to be the feature-vector average of all the patterns in the class ͑or cluster͒ c. The objective is to adjust the position vector c by minimizing a cost function [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] 
where Z = ͑z 1 , z 2 , … , z N t ͒ is a set of N t training vectors; ⍀ = ͑ 1 , 2 , … , M ͒ is the cluster center of Z; and d͑z i , c ͒ is the distance measure between the i'th training pattern and the cluster c.
In the search for the minima of the cost function in Eq. ͑1͒, it is highly efficient to apply a neural network algorithm. The neural network, however, has the major disadvantage that for most users it represents a black box. Nevertheless, extensive research 4, 11, 12, 17, 18, [20] [21] [22] shows that it is a powerful tool for handling complex problems involving large volumes of data in high-dimensional feature spaces. A neural network, combined with fuzzy logic, has also been devised for remote sensing image classification. In DLNN, 17, 18, 20, 21 the input-output relationship of the network can be generally expressed as
where the output vector y contains all the output nodes, x is a long vector containing all the input and hidden nodes in the network, and the matrix W is formed by concatenating all the weights connected to the output nodes. This modified perceptron structure allows the use of the Kalman filtering algorithm to update the weights during the learning process. This is important because the implementation of the standard Kalman filter ensures the fast computation of the necessary parameters for weight updating during the course of learning. Weight updating affects the speed of network learning, which is a key concern when applying the neural network. It is based on the following criterion:
where M is the number of classes, N t is the total number of input training patterns, and y ci is the desired output of class c specified by the supervising users. The error bound, DL , can be determined by the users ͑say, 1%͒. In a crisp network, we have y ci ͕0,1͖. The detailed implementation of DLNN can be found in. Refs. 17, 18, 20, and 21.
Classifiers Combined by Variance Reduction
Technique Data fusion can be modeled as an m-hypothesis detection problem with hypothesis m ⍜, where N individual detector decisions z n form the observations z = ͕z 0 , z 1 , … , z N−1 ͖ Z. 23, 24 The observation space Z is split into disjoint regions, so that given an observation x, the hypothesis i is chosen if z Z i . The risk function for this decision is then 23, 24 
where ik is the cost associated with choosing the hypothesis i when j is true, P j = p͑ j ͒ is the a priori probability of j , and p͑x ͉ j ͒ is the conditional probability of x given that j actually occurred, so ͐ X p͑x ͉ j ͒ dx is the probability of choosing i when j is true. In Eq. ͑4͒, the first term is the fixed cost and the second term is the cost dependent on the choice of decision boundaries. To minimize the risk function, we need to know the a priori probability of the hypothesis j and p͑x ͉ j ͒. But they are hard to know. For fusion of SAR and optical images, we may assume that p͑x ͉ ͒ = ͟ i=0 N−1 p͑x i ͉ ͒ by the argument of independence of the sensor systems. To implement the minimization of risk function of Eq. ͑4͒, we seek a variance reduction technique, which is described below. 25 As shown in Fig. 1 , let X be an output of a classifier and be a random variable; the objective is to estimate the mean value of X, = E͑X͒. Suppose that Y is an output of another classifier involved in the classification that is assumed to be correlated with X, and that we know its mean value, = E͑Y͒. Let c be a constant that has the same sign as the correlation between Y and X. We may use c to scale the deviation Y − to arrive at an adjustment to X and thus define a controlled estimator of the form
Note that if Y and X are positively correlated, so that ␣ Ͼ 0, we adjust X downward whenever Y Ͼ and upward whenever Y Ͻ ; the opposite is true when Y and X are negatively correlated, in which case c Ͻ 0. In this way, we may use the knowledge of Y's expectation to pull X ͑down or up͒ toward its expectation , and thus to reduce its variability about . Since E͑X͒ = and E͑Y͒ = , it is clear that for any real number ␣ we have E͑X c ͒ = ; that is, X c is an unbiased estimator of that may have lower variance than X. Specifically,
so that X c is less variable than X itself if and only if
To find the optimum value of c for a given Y, we may treat the right-hand side of Eq. ͑6͒ as a function of ␣ and set its derivative equal to zero, i.e., df d␣ = 2␣ Var͑Y͒ − 2 Cov͑X,Y͒ = 0, ͑8͒
to obtain
so that the variance is minimized. Substituting ␣ of Eq. ͑9͒ into Eq. ͑6͒, we find that the minimum-variance controlled estimator X c has variance
where XY is the correlation between X and Y. Thus, using the optimal value of ␣, the estimator X c can never have greater variance than the uncontrolled X, and in fact has a lower variance if Y is at all correlated with X. Moreover, the stronger the correlation between X and Y, the more the variance is reduced. Depending on the source and nature of the control variable Y, we may or may not know the value of Var͑Y͒, and we will certainly not know Cov͑X , Y͒, making it impossible to find the exact value of c. The method simply replaces Cov͑X , Y͒ and Var͑Y͒ in Eq. ͑10͒ by their sample estimator. Suppose that we apply n independent training samples to obtain the n independent identically distributed observations X 1 , X 2 , … , X n on X and the n i.i.d.
Let X ͑n͒ and Ȳ ͑n͒ be the sample means of the X and Y, respectively, and let S Y ͑n͒ be the unbiased sample variance of the Y. The covariance between X and Y is estimated by
and the estimator for ␣ is then
yielding the final point estimator for X c :
Now, we can apply Eq. ͑13͒ to reduce the variance of X at the training stage. However, it is inapplicable at the classification stage, because the value of = E͑Y͒ is unknown. To make Eq. ͑13͒ applicable, it may be assumed that = E͑Y͒ = = E͑X͒, simply because X and Y are the corresponding outputs of the classifiers at the same site. On the other hand, if the correlation between X and Y were nearly perfect, we could control X almost exactly to every time, thereby eliminating practically all of its variance. Since X and Y are highly correlated, we can replace in Eq. ͑13͒ by X c and obtain
For most classifiers, such as DLNN, the object function ͑cost function͒ is to minimize the mean squared error between the classification result and the desired output. As- sume that the estimator is the classification result and is the demanded output, the mean squared error between and can be defined as
In this equation, the first term is the square of the bias, and the second term is the variance. For an unbiased estimator, to minimize the mean squared error is the same as to reduce the variance. Therefore, a variance reduction technique such as that proposed should be suitable to improve the classification accuracy of a classifier.
Experimental Results and Discussions
We now test and validate the fusion algorithm by means of variance reduction in combining classification outputs from different data sources. The experimental data were acquired during the Pacrim II campaign over western Taiwan in 2000. The aim of this experiment was to collect geographic and atmospheric data for coastal analysis and oceanography, forestry, geology, hydrology, and archaeology. Both the AIRSAR and MASTER instruments were operated simultaneously. All MASTER and AIRSAR data were georeference-processed. The MASTER 26 is an airborne simulator ͑MODIS/ASTER͒ for the Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer ͑ASTER͒ and the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer ͑MODIS͒. It is a well-calibrated instrument providing spectral data in the visible to shortwave infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum. The MASTER data are available in 50 contiguous bands covering the wavelengths 400 to 1300 nm, with a spatial resolution of 10 to 30 m. The longer wavelengths can also penetrate into the forest canopy and, in extremely dry areas, through thin sand cover and dry snow pack. All MASTER and AIRSAR data were preprocessed into the same coordinate system.
For this paper, a plantation area in the Au-Ku plantation field on the west coast of Taiwan was chosen as a test site. A ground survey, as shown in Fig. 4 , was collected at the same day when the PacRim II project was taken on Sep. 27, 2000. The test site mainly contains six ground cover types, which are sugar cane A, sugar cane B, bare soil, rice, grass, and seawater. Two sets of data, MASTER and AIRSAR, were obtained. Figure 2 displays different band combinations. We used bands 3, 5, and 8, corresponding to the R, G, and IR bands ͑middle image of Fig. 2͒ as used for SPOT images. This should be sufficient for the purposes of this paper. Other bands may be selected for fusion, however, to classify terrain covers, depending on applications. This has been treated in a paper by Chang et al. of different terrain features. Our main objective here is to demonstrate the fusion of microwave and optical data. The training area and verification area were based on a ground survey ͑Fig. 4͒, which also serves as a classification accuracy check. Note that all images of optical and SAR were coregistered in georeference, so they look slightly different from the ground truth map ͑Fig. 4͒, which is geocoded. For the purpose of classification, a winner-take-all approach is adopted to select a proper class. Therefore, no threshold is set, and no "unknown" class is produced. This allows the use of the kappa coefficient for accuracy evaluation. This statistic has been shown to be an efficient estimator of the classification accuracy. It is based on the difference between the actual classification agreement ͑i.e., agreement between computer classification and reference data, as indicated by the diagonal elements͒ and chance agreement, which is indicated by the product of row and column marginals. The kappa coefficient, overall purity, UP% ͑user's purity͒, and PP% ͑producer's purity͒ can be calculated.
When applied to the first data source ͑SAR͒, the DLNN was configured to have three input nodes ͑taking HH, VV, and HV polarizations͒, six output nodes, and one hidden layer with 10 hidden nodes. The classification result is shown in Fig. 5 , and the classification matrix is given in Table 1 . It is seen that the overall accuracy is 75.44% and the kappa coefficient reaches 69.35%. Because some pixels of class 4 ͑rice͒ are misclassified as class 2 ͑sugar cane B͒ and some pixels of class 3 ͑bare soil͒ are misclassified as class 4 ͑rice field͒, poor classification accuracy usually results. On the other hand, when applied to the second data source ͑optical͒, the DLNN was configured to have three input nodes ͑R, G, and IR͒, six output nodes, and two hidden layers with 40 hidden nodes each. Now the classification result is shown in Fig. 6 , and the classification matrix is given in Table 2 . As can be seen, the overall accuracy is 65.01%, and the kappa coefficient is only 54.90%. The classification accuracy is so low mainly because some pixels of class 1 ͑sugar cane A͒ are misclassified as class 5 ͑grass͒, some pixels of class 4 ͑rice͒ are misclassified as class 1 ͑sugar cane A͒, and almost all pixels of class 5 ͑grass͒ are misclassified as class 1 ͑sugar cane A͒. On applying the variance reduction technique, the new classification result is shown in Fig. 7 , while the classification matrix is given in Table 3 . The overall accuracy increases to 86.75%, and the kappa coefficient improves dramatically to 83.21%. Most of the classes are correctly identified, except that part of class 4 ͑rice͒ is misclassified as class 2 ͑sugar cane B͒.
Before closing the section, it will be illustrative to com- pare the preceding results with boosting 28 and bagging 29 algorithms. Boosting 28 is a general supervised method that is used to increase the accuracy of any classifier. In the beginning of a boosting, all training samples have the same weighting. Then, the training samples are reweighted in such a way that the incorrectly classified samples have more weight than the correctly classified ones. Boosting has a tendency to reduce both the variance and the bias of the classification. Its main advantage is that in many cases it increases the overall accuracy of the classification. Its major problem is that it usually does not perform well in terms of accuracy when there is noise in the data, which is unavoidable for real sensors.
The bagging algorithm 29 constructs many different bags of samples by performing bootstrapping iteratively, classifying each bag, and computing some type of average of the classifications of each sample via a vote. Each bag is a set of training samples and is collecting by randomly and uniformly resampling the original training set.
In the bagging-and-boosting approach, we applied a single classifier to two different sources, just as in the variance reduction technique. A total of 3716 training samples and 2158 verification samples were used. The training samples of each classifier are collecting by randomly and uniformly resampling from the original training and verification sets. As a result, the number of samples per classifier remains 3716. The bagging algorithm reduces the variance of the classification, but it has little effect on the bias of the classification. Its main advantage is that it can improve the classification accuracy significantly if the base classifier is properly selected. Contrary to bootstrapping, it is not very sensitive to noise in the data. Table 4 demonstrates the classification result of the boosting method. Its overall accuracy is 74.42%, and its kappa coefficient is 68.05%. It does not perform well in accuracy, because of noisy data. Table 5 displays the classification result of the bagging algorithm. Its overall accuracy is 82.25%, and its kappa coefficient is 76.73%. It does improve the classification accuracy considerably, because it is not sensitive to noise in the data. In summary, it can be seen from the comparison that the proposed algorithm based on variance reduction with DLNN as classifier performs very well in combining the features of optical and radar images for terrain classification.
Conclusions
In this paper, the multiple classifiers approach was utilized for multisource classification and data fusion to fully utilize the complementary information among different data sources. The final decision is made by fusing information from individual data sources after each of them performs a preliminary classification. A variance reduction technique was introduced for improving the combination of classification outputs that may be conditionally dependent. The effectiveness of the variance reduction technique in multisource ͑SAR and optical images͒ classification was demonstrated. Experimental results, in comparison with a ground truth survey, show that the classification accuracy is dramatically improved by the proposed method. In addition, the proposed method outperforms boosting 28 and bagging 29 algorithms in classification accuracy. More detailed performance-measure analysis may be necessary in future He is an adjunct researcher at the Center for Space and Remote Sensing Research, National Central University, Taiwan. His major research has been in the areas of microwave remote sensing with an emphasis on volume scattering, neural networks, and remote sensing image processing and applications.
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